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I

t is striking to see
that at each stage of
Revelation humans have
been tested for their commitment
to God through their submission
to dietary laws. The only commandment Adam received in the
garden of Eden was about a food
distinction; it concerned the fruit
he was “freely given” to eat and the
fruit he was not allowed to eat.
When Noah went out of the Ark,
he was forbidden to consume
blood. Because of their intimacy
with the sacred, Jewish priests were
to abstain from any alcoholic
drinks. Later at Sinai, the Israelites received through Moses a series of dietary laws concerning

clean and unclean animals.
Biblical religion, whether it
concerns the ordinary daily life
or the high moments of a Jewish
festival, is marked with food and
drink or even with fasting or abstinence. The lessons from these
unexpected duties are highly significant. The lesson is first of all
religious. Through these laws the
meal becomes a Mizwah, the
table stands out as an altar and
God is closer to humans; as they
eat and drink to sustain themselves, they realize that they owe
their biological existence to their
Creator. The lesson is also ethical. These restrictions teach men
and women to discipline them-

selves, respect life, dominate their
persons, to submit their bodies
and their appetites to the Spirit.
But beyond religion and ethics,
these laws contain a lesson about
the nature of humankind. The
spiritual and moral domains are
related to the physical one. The
health of the body is a spiritual
requirement.
In this special issue of Shabbat
Shalom, a professional dietitian,
a rabbi, a theologian who specialized in biblical laws about food,
and also a Jewish husband and
wife involved in the business of
kosher foods are sharing their reflections about what it means to
be eating and drinking with God.
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